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1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PURPOSE 

The PERASPERA OG1 activity is devoted to the design of a Robot Control Operating Software (RCOS) 

that can provide adequate features and performance with space-grade Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) properties. The goal of the ESROCOS project is to provide an open 
source framework which can assist in the development of flight software for space robots. By providing 
an open standard which can be used by research labs and industry, it is expected that the Technology 
Readiness Level (TRL) can be raised more efficiently, and vendor lock-in through proprietary 
environments can be reduced.  Current state-of-the-art robotic frameworks are already addressing some 

of these key aspects, but mostly fail to deliver the degree of quality expected in the space environment. 
In the industrial robotics world, manufacturers of robots realise their RCOS by complementing 
commercial real-time operating systems, with proprietary libraries implementing the extra functions.  

1.2. SCOPE 

This document is an outcome of the WP 4200 “Mixed Criticality” of the ESROCOS activity. This WP 
identifies the particularities for mixed criticality development in ESROCOS and it will adapt the AIR 
hypervisor [RD.5] tool to get integrated with the TASTE framework. The AIR hypervisor will provide all 
support in terms of mixed criticality, partitioned scheduling and space separation techniques. 

The document is written so the intended readers are experienced in Robotics and Software Development 
including multicore but have no knowledge of Mixed Criticality and Time and Space Partitioning, 

therefore being possible to be delivered independent of the remainder of the ESROCOS deliverables that 
do already include extensive detail of TSP and purposely avoided to be referenced. 

1.3. CONTENTS 

This document contains the following sections: 

 Section 1: Introduction.  

 Section 2: Definitions and Acronyms. List of terms and definitions that harmonize the nomenclature 
used providing the clarifications for the correct understanding of the terms. 

 Section 3: References. Lists of applicable and reference documents that are relevant to the structure 
and contents of this report. 

 Section 4: Provides an explanation on why the need of mixed criticality in the development of a 

Robot Control Operating Software leading the adoption of AIR 

 Section 5: Is a user guide of AIR, instructing the user to configure, build and run a TSP OBSW with 
AIR. 

 Section 6: Is the full configuration guide of an AIR OBSW with all parameters explained, allowing 
the user achieve all mixed criticality features and understand all ARINC 653 specification. 

 Section 7: Guide the user create a model of TSP OBSW in TASTE, that is integrated and deployed in 

AIR 
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2.  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

2.1. DEFINITIONS 

Concepts and terms used in this document and needing a definition are included in the following table: 

Table 2-1. Definitions 

Concept / Term Definition 

- - 

2.2. ACRONYMS 

Acronyms used in this document and needing a definition are included in the following table: 

Table 2-2. Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AADL Architecture Analysis and Design Language 

AD Applicable Document 

AIR ARINC 653 Interface in RTEMS 

AMP Asymmetric Multi-Processing 

API Application Programming Interface 

ARINC Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated 

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

DV Deployment View 

ECSS European Cooperation for Space Standardization 

ERGO European Robotic Goal-Oriented Autonomous Controller 

ESA European Space Agency 

ESROCOS European Space Robotics Control and Operating System 

GPL General Public License 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HAIR Hypervisor emulator based on AIR 

HW Hardware 

IO Input/Output 

IMA Integrated Modular Avionics 

IV Interface View 

MMS Multiple Module Schedule 

MMU Memory Management Unit 

OS Operating System 

PDR Preliminary Design Review 

PI Provided Interface 

PMK Partition Management Kernel 

POS Partition Operating System 

POSIX Portable Operating System Interface Unix 

RAM Random Access Memory 
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Acronym Definition 

RD Reference Document 

RI Required Interface 

RTEMS Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems 

RTOS Real-Time Operating System 

SPARC Scalable Processor Architecture 

SMP Symmetric Multi-Processing 

SW Software 

TASTE The ASSERT Set of Tools for Engineering 

TSP Time and Space Partitioning 

VM Virtual Machine 

WCET Worst-Case Execution Time 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language 
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3.  REFERENCES 

3.1. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents, of the exact issue shown, form part of this document to the extent specified 

herein. Applicable documents are those referenced in the Contract or approved by the Approval 
Authority. They are referenced in this document in the form [AD.x]: 

Table 3-1. Applicable Documents 

Ref. Title Date 

[AD.1] Peraspera: D3.1 Compendium of SRC  

Activities (for call 1) 

 

[AD.2] Guidelines for strategic research cluster on space robotics technologies horizon 2020 space call 2016  

[AD.3] Call: H2020-COMPET-2016 ESROCOS Proposal. Proposal no. 730080 03/03/2016 

[AD.4] ESROCOS System Requirements (D1.2) issue 1.1. GMV 20172/17 V2/17 23/06/2017 

[AD.5] ESROCOS Interface Control Document (D2.3) issue 2.0. GMV 20177/17 V2/17 23/06/2017 

[AD.6] ESROCOS Preliminary Design Document 06/09/2017 

[AD.7] ESROCOS Unitary Testing Plan 23/06/2017 

[AD.8] ESROCOS Detailed Design Document 31/01/2018 

[AD.9] ESROCOS Test and Integration Plan 31/01/2018 

[AD.10] ESROCOS Software Configuration File 31/01/2018 

[AD.11] European Cooperation for Space Standardization. Space Engineering – Software 03/2009 

[AD.12] European Cooperation for Space Standardization. Space Product Assurance – Software Product 
Assurance 

03/2009 

 

3.2. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents, although not part of this document, amplify or clarify its contents. Reference 
documents are those not applicable and referenced within this document. They are referenced in this 
document in the form [RD.x]: 

Table 3-2. Reference Documents 

Ref. Title Date 

[RD.1] ESROCOS Technology Review (D.1.1). GMV 20095/17 V1/17 17/01/2017 

[RD.2] G. Visentin, “The case for an RCOS at ESA”, ASTRA 2015 – RCOS forum 2015 

[RD.3] TASTE. Online at: http://taste.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page  - 

[RD.4] Alan Burns and Robert I. Davis  “Mixed Criticality Systems - A Review”,  Nov. 2017 

[RD.5] AIR User Manual August 2018 

[RD.6] Integrated Modular Avionics for Space – Final report, i6.0, ACE7.TN.14964.ASTR, ESA Contract No. 4000100764 26/02/2013 

 

http://taste.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
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4.  RCOS AND MIXED CRITICALITY INTEGRATION 

The ESROCOS activity is devoted to the design of a Robot Control Operating Software (RCOS) that can 
provide adequate features and performance with space-grade RAMS properties. The goal of the 
ESROCOS project is to provide an open source framework, which can assist in the development of flight 
software for space robots. To achieve this goal it is deemed necessary the full capability of integrating 
complex robotic applications. 

The increased complexity of the applications come from the further availability of more performant and 
powerful hardware and devices, as they become more and more powerful as a consequence it is possible 
to execute more complex and more different applications in the same medium. 

The growth and need for this environment, where several applications run on a single computer, has 
lead the ambition to building a flexible architecture capable of coping with the need to process and 
integrate multiple software modules with very distinct objective. 

This growth also lead to new potential hazards that derive from failures coming from all the interactions 

and interference of such a heterogeneous system. 

Therefore within ESROCOS one of the main objectives is to allow and provide means for a successful 
integration of complex robotics applications that do follow this new heterogeneous software pattern and 
this is achieved by providing a flexible architecture that follows the Time and Space Partitioning (TSP) 
paradigm and mixed-criticality approach.  

 

4.1. MIXED CRITICALITY 

Mixed criticality is an answer to allow hosting different levels of criticality on space quality applications 
over the same on-board computer. 

Criticality can be defined as the level of assurance against system failure of a particular task. For 

instance, in a robotic arm, the drive control system could have a safety-critical level, while the lighting 

applied in the arm for darker environments could be defined as only non-critical. Likewise is the 
definition of hard real-time and a soft real-time tasks, where hard-real time task must be performed on 
time, while soft-real tasks may only provide a best possible service. 

Mixed criticality however does not need to be restrained to two levels of criticality. As many levels as 
desired can be defined, but increasing the amount of levels will in turn increase the cost of the scheduling 

analysis. 

A key aspect of the criticality of a task is its WCET. In fact, a single task may have different WCETs 
depending on its criticality. A task classified with a higher criticality level will have a higher WCET value 
based on a more conservative view than its lower criticality counterpart, which will have a more realistic 
WCET. An additional feature of a partition is also its period (or minimum inter-arrival time) which 
becomes important when a partition contains sporadic tasks. The period will decrease when the criticality 
increases. 

The values of the WCETs and the periods for the set of tasks considered are the key elements when 
designing a schedule by a systems architect. There are different approaches to choose the optimal 
schedule for a given set of partition and their possible different levels of criticality. For a detailed review 

on different schedulability analysis, both on single and multi-core, please refer to [RD.4], last updated 
2017 of November.  

A vastly studied topic within mixed criticality schedulability analysis is the change of a partition criticality 
during runtime. While this does not affect a space application, where the criticality levels are pre-defined 

based on their importance for the particular mission being executed, the importance of a schedule 
change during runtime is still relevant. Even with deterministic behaviour imposed on the OBSW, 
different schedules can be used on different stages of the mission, based on each stage’s software failure 
consequences. 
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4.2. TIME AND SPACE PARTITIONING 

The TSP paradigm was specified to ensure the total separation and isolation of different applications 
(into partitions) working on the same medium, where it already accounts the mixed criticality needs by 
integrating partitions with different levels of criticality. 

On a level above the schedule analysis, a mixed criticality OBSW with TSP during execution time changes 
and adapts the schedule according to the different phases of a mission or different operational states of 
a robotic component; according the distinct level of criticality of the current operating system; according 

to the operating status of a the system and feedback of the surrounding environment 

 

On a level above the schedule analysis, a mixed criticality OBSW with TSP during execution time changes 
and adapts the schedule according to: 

 The different phases of a mission  

 Different operational states of a robotic component 

 The distinct level of criticality of  the current operating system  

 The operating status of a the system  

 Feedback of the surrounding environment 

 

Although there are other architectural approaches for integration of complex applications, like the TASTE 
[RD.3] model based development (MBD) that is also used in ESROCOS, TSP works together with MBD 
and is capable of solving additional challenges associated with the adoption of multi-core CPUs in 

safety critical systems, (see section 7. For full demonstration of TASTE with TSP). 

AIR [RD.5] is a hypervisor that enforces Time Partitioning by running the PMK component (Partition 
Management Kernel), at the end of every minor cycle (currently at each tick) and not allowing any 
partition to interfere with the global timer. Space Partitioning is ensured by setting restrictive 

permissions on the MMU (Memory Management Unit), and having the shared areas controlled by the 
PMK. An initial schedule designed at the system integration is deployed at the begging of execution. 
When a schedule change needs to occur, then it is introduced at the end of the current major cycle. 

TSP enables multiple unrelated applications, with different criticalities, to share the same computing 
platform without interference by applying robust partitioning. Modular architectures provide a shared 
resource pool, composed of processing, power, communications, and I/O modules, that is partitioned 
among multiple functions. The partitioning keeps applications from inadvertently influencing each other 
by enforcing strict separation segregating computing resources in space and time. TSP is accomplished 
by defining application memory areas with strict access rights and running those applications according 
to a static cyclic schedule, ensuring that only one application/functionality can execute at a time and 

for a predefined amount of time. The TSP concept allows applications to have their software life cycle 
developed independently from the remaining system. Validation and certification processes can be 
applied to partitions according to their criticality level.  

Figure 4-1. illustrates the two level scheduling policy implemented by modular architectures also known 
as the cyclic executive.  

The processor time is distributed among partitions (Partition Schedule) in a static and fixed schedule 

while processes are allowed a less strict scheduling (Processes Schedule).  

In the RTEMS context, it means that within a partition the user sets the Processes Schedule to set any 
number of RTEMS tasks or POSIX threads. For example in Figure 4-1. , the Partition 1 contains 3 RTEMS 
task or threads with their own execution windows, or P5 has scheduled a single task/thread. 

The concept is successfully applied other industries being a major success in highly critical applications 
in the aeronautical industry (e.g. full flight software of Boeing 787 and Airbus 380) hence to be named 
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA). 
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Figure 4-1. Partition Schedule in Modular architectures. 

More recently, in the aerospace domain, IMA is being studied by the European Space industry in the 
scope of several activities. The groundwork has been done in the AIR and AIR II studies and the AMOBA 

project, promoted by GMV. These projects focused on the technical feasibility of partitioning on space-
typical hardware, namely the LEON2, LEON3 and LEON4 processor. With IMA for Space [RD.6], the 
state-of-the-art of IMA in aviation and other industries was successfully transferred to the space domain 
and now is commonly referred as TSP.  

Furthermore, GMV addressed the application of multi-core technologies in its open-source AIR 
development. AIR is a time-and-space partitioned Operating System that was originally based on RTEMS 
technology. Currently, it is licensed with a GPLv2 open source license with a linking exception (same 
license as RTEMS). 

AIR follows a two level architecture (Figure 4-2); the lower level is composed by a software hypervisor 
that segregates computing resources between partitions, while a second level, the application level, is 
composed by system’s or user’s applications running in an isolated environment (a partition). A partition 

is the basic unit to which the segregated resources are allocated. The AIR hypervisor lays on top of the 
hardware the partition management kernel (PMK), it is responsible for the robust isolation of the 
applications and for implementing the static CPU allocation schedule. 

 

Figure 4-2. AIR two level architecture showing its components 

 

There are several possible configurations of operating systems that are suitable for multicore processors, 
in this section with be analysed the symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) with RTEMS and asymmetric 
multiprocessing (AMP) through TSP using equal CPU’s. These configurations differ on how the operating 
system interacts with the different cores and dispatches its tasks between them as illustrated in Figure 
3. In both SMP and AMP each CPU has first a own primary memory cache (green coloured) and yet the 
secondary cache, system bus, and other peripheral circuits (blue coloured) are shared between all CPUs  
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Figure 4-3 : AMP and SMP Operating System Configurations 
 
AMP 

In an AMP configuration, a distinct operating system runs on each core of a processor. Each core/OS 
combination is really a single-processor computer in its own right.  

What ties together these independent nodes into a larger system is the interconnect mechanism the 
processors use to communicate with each other. The interconnect mechanism is most typically a bank 
of shared memory between the processors but can sometimes be a network connection or other 
peripheral bus. In an AMP system, the job performed by each individual node must be defined when the 
system is designed. The job of the whole system is thus partitioned into work items assigned to each 
individual node (core) in the system. Each job or task is bound to a core and cannot usually migrate to 
another.  

 
SMP 
An SMP configuration is where one operating system controls more than one core in a multicore 
processor. Applications interact with only one operating system, just as they do in single-processor 

systems. The fact that there are several processors in the system is a detail that the OS hides from the 
user. In this sense, an SMP operating system abstracts the hardware details from the user.  
An SMP operating system is also symmetric; it needs to work with multiple identical cores, each of which 

can access all memory and devices in the system in a uniform fashion. Therefore, any core in an SMP 
system is capable of executing any task just as well as any other core in the system can. This symmetry 
in the hardware allows an SMP operating system to dispatch any work to any core in the system. An 
SMP operating system may then be configured to try to keep all cores busy running application threads, 

in effect dynamically load balancing the system’s work. Alternatively, SMP operating can also allow the 
assignment of a set of tasks/threads to a subset of processor cores and tries to keep busy this subset 
of cores with the configured set of tasks.   
As a result of the hardware abstraction and load balancing in the system, the SMP operating system 
simplifies the task of developing software to run on multicore hardware. From the programmer’s view, 
there is only one OS to write an application for, which will automatically distribute the workload to the 
configured available cores. An SMP operating system therefore provides the same programming 

semantics as a uniprocessor system. 
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In terms of multi-core, AIR is currently multi-core aware, supporting the LEON4 processor. AIR provides 
a supervised AMP mapping, extending the IMA partition schedule to support more than one core 
simultaneously and is also providing a SMP mapping by supporting the latest RTEMS 5 that runs task 
and threads in SMP configuration. 

Figure 4-4 depicts an example of scheduling multi-core capabilities. In it, we can see a partition schedule 
per core with single (P4) and multicore partitions (P1, P2 and P5) and idle execution slots to minimize 
the interference to Partitions 3 and 5. 

The figure can also be used to illustrate the mixed criticality capabilities of AIR, assuming P5 and P3 
partitions as critical applications, where through the presented configured schedule it is ensured their 
execution has no type interference in time and memory during their execution. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. AIR multi-core example schedule. 

 

Under the ESROCOS context, the AIR hypervisor will become an enabler for these abilities: 

 Transfer of the component/model base realization to target implementation through the 
association of components to different partitions. Therefore critical components with hard-real time 
requirements would be in specific partitions running on a space-qualified RTOS, where they run 
together with other less critical functionality on a second partition (allowing to offer the sand-box 
approach where the hypervisor can reboot the second partition in case of failure). The respective 
partition schedule would then allocate the appropriate resources in terms of time, exclusivity and 

processor cores to facilitate the real time tasks targets. 

 Support of the robotics component life-cycle. IMA complements the robotics life-cycle, an 
example is the concept of multiple module schedules (MMS) detailed in section 6.4, as they enable 
different operation modes for the system (e. g. it is possible to enable a subset of components). 
TASTE sets the robots component lifecycle template and has AIR target integrated, therefore when 
in TASTE a robotic components gets specified with the respective lifecycle function and behaviour, 
it is possible to automatically create the respective scenario in AIR. 

 FDIR functionality as AIR also includes a configurable health monitor. 

The TASTE toolset already includes some level of integration with TSP approach allowing to model the 
deployment of designed software. We foresee to upgrade the support of multi-core configurations by 
specifying the association of processor core to partitions. The remainder of mixed-criticality related 
activities will then incise on the improvement of AIR to support the best hardware applicable to 
ESROCOS; namely, the support to the selected hardware architectures (e.g: Linux and RTEMS) and the 
avionics bus drivers (e.g. CAN and Ethernet buses). 
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5.  CONFIGURE, BUILD AND RUN AN AIR OBSW 

5.1. CONDITIONS AND LICENSES 

AIR license is a GPLv2 open-source license with linking exception, that is, the same as RTEMS license. 

5.2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

AIR has been tested in manifold host systems, including Xubuntu, Debian and Windows Subsystems for 
Linux. Nevertheless, in broader terms AIR should be able to run in any system that is able to run the 

following software: 

 GNU Compilation Toolchain (gcc) > 4.5.1 

 RTEMS Compilation Toolchain (5) (with code support) 

 Python 2.7 (3.0+ not supported), plus the following modules 

 mako : http://www.makotemplates.org/ 

The GNU Compiler tool chain should be available on any Linux distribution. 

5.3. INSTALLATION AND BUILD 

5.3.1. GETTING STARTED 

A README file is available at the main folder of AIR repository, this files gives the possibility for the user 
to be able to quickly get started, the README instructs how to install, configure and run an example 
with AIR. Furthermore the file instructs on how to install RTEMS tool-chain and set the appropriate 
paths. 

The README will also include the latest updates on bug corrections and new version of tools. 

5.3.2. OBTAINING THE SOFTWARE 

AIR is distributed through a GMV git repository https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/AIR/AIR.git. By doing a 
checkout on this git repository the user will download   

 AIR source code 

 The paravirtualized versions of the RTOS supported, i.e. the POS  

 Configure tool and Partition Assembler 

 OBSW applications’ examples 

5.3.3. INSTALLING RTEMS TOOLCHAIN 

 

It should be installed RTEMS toolchain for RTEMS 5, it is achieved by executing the following: 

 

$ git clone git://git.rtems.org/rtems-source-builder.git rsb 

$ cd rsb 

$ ./source-builder/sb-check 

 

 

$ cd rtems 

$ ../source-builder/sb-set-builder --prefix=/opt/rtems/5 5/rtems-sparc 

https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/AIR/AIR.git
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Next AIR needs to be configured, after adding AIR/air folder of the repository to the PATH env variable. 

 

Go to the folder AIR/air and run “configure” and set the following options (for SPARC LEON4 with FPU 

enable) 

 

 Press 0 for sparc 

 Press 2 for leon4 

 Press 0 for fpu enabled 

 Press 0 to use with GRMON or 1 to use with DMON 

 

Then write “make clean” then next do a “make all”. 

To build an example OBSW ready to run on a target board 

The go to any example inside air/example. 

 

The OBSW of the examples are already configured in a XML file, where by default run in RTEMS 5. The 
next chapter explains in details all aspects on how to configure the OBSW through the XML. 

Run “configure” on the example and it will generate the makefiles taking as input the XML configuration 
file. 

It generates a parent makefile and then a makefile per partition inside the respective partition folder. 

Running make all at the example will create the respective binary. 
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6.  CONFIGURING AN AIR OBSW 

AIR is a hypervisor that employs the TSP principle embodied on the ARINC 653 specification. In other 
words if a software module must be used for a critical application where human life or hardware might 
be lost upon a software failure a system that is resilient to certain type of flows, like memory corruption 
or processing power saturation must be applied. 

 

An AIR partitioned system may be configured by one of three methods: 

 Building an ARINC 653 configuration file from scratch using a XML file editor; 

 Using an existing ARINC 653 configuration compatible xml file and adapt to the new application 
purposes 

 Use GMV Configuima Graphical User Interface tool. It’s an easy to use tool that aims to support 
application integrators to create the AIR and ARINC 653 compatible xml files 

 

On the ARINC 653 specification a rigid schedule, which nevertheless can be change by certain 
mechanisms, is programmed when the programmer is designing the software, thus enforcing Time 
partitioning. This specification also defines memory areas to be used by a specific set programs, giving 
rise to the concept of partitions and tasks within a partition, thus keeping these applications from 
accessing other partition’s memory and employing the space partitioning. In Figure 6-1 we can see the 
organization of the AIR components, being the different applications represented by the red balls inside 

the partitions. 

 

Figure 6-1. AIR components architecture 

Moreover, the applications and processed assigned to a partition can run on a more flexible way, since 
the time and space constrains are being enforced by AIR, allowing, for this reason, to use a real-time 

operating system that does not guarantee TSP. Indeed in the case of space industry this OS is usually 
RTEMS, a Real-Time OS design to be space qualifiable. Although AIR also has the option of using no OS. 

Despite applications being insulated from each other using partitions the ARINC 653 specification also 
feature a mechanism for these applications to communicate while maintaining the TSP principle, those 
are the queuing and sampling ports. 

To develop an OBSW with AIR, besides the on-board code running inside the partition(s), it is also 

necessary configure all the AIR eco-system, that is: 

 Set how much memory is allocated to a partition 

 Set how long should a partition run 

Through the course of this document, an explanation on how do this facilities eco-system works and 
how to configure it, through the user’s perspective will be provided. 
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6.1. ARINC 653 COMPLIANCE AND EXTENSIONS 

AIR is fully compliant to ARINC 653 Part I and Part II and supports additional features that are named 
AIR extensions. 

The AIR extensions are XML extension added to the standard ARINC 653 xml configuration. Those are 

divided in Partition level extensions named with XML tag PartitionConfiguration fully detailed in section 
6.2 and module level extension named with XML tag AIR_Configuration detailed in section 6.6. 

 

6.2. PARTITION CONFIGURATION 

The partition configuration is performed through a file called config.xml, which has to be present inside 

the application’s folder, like in the example folder of AIR. This XML file is meant to be read by the 
configure tool which will use the information contained there to generate several other files, including 

the makefile, as picture in Figure 6-2. 

 

 

Figure 6-2. Configuration of an AIR application from the config.xml file 

In the following code snippet we can see how a partition’s configuration might be done: 

 

<Partition Criticality="LEVEL_A" EntryPoint="entry_func" PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="p1" Sys-
temPartition="false"> 

<PartitionConfiguration Personality="BARE" Cores="1"> 
<Libs>LIBAIR; LIBPRINTF</Libs> 
<Cache>CODE; DATA</Cache> 
<Memory Size="0x100000" /> 
<Permissions>CACHE_CONTROL; SET_PARTITION_MODE;</Permissions> 

</PartitionConfiguration>    
</Partition> 
 
 

Table 6-1. Partition's parameters 

Parameter Description 

Criticality Level of criticality of the partition ranging from A to D, being A the most 
severe level of criticality, meaning that a failure on this software system can 
mean loss of human life. 

EntryPoint Partition’s entry point, that is, the name of the function that will be executed 
first when the partition starts 
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Parameter Description 

PartitionIdentifier Number identifying the partition. This number is used throughout the 
configuration. 

PartitionName Name identifying a partition. This name can also be used throughout the 
configuration. 

System Partition Whether the partition is a system partition. If true AIR would allow this 
partition to run function calls normally reserved for PMK. 

 

Table 6-2. Partition's configuration parameters 

Parameter Description 

Personality Partition Operating System used. As of now three option are available:  

Operating System Description 

Bare In other words no operating system at all. 
The C code runs on its own 

RTEMS48I Space qualified RTEMS4.8 version. 
Essentially it is a stripped down version of 
the original RTEMS4.8 

RTEMS5 A version of RTEMS5 paravirtualized for AIR 
 

Cores Processor cores where the partition will be run. For example to run in core 

2, the value should be “2”, If the user wants to run in core 2 and 3 it should 
write “2,3”. 

Libs AIR libraries that the partition will need to have access to. It could be: 

Library Description 

LIBPRINTF Implements the printf function, allowing to 
show information on GRMON2 console 

LIBAIR AIR SPARC system call library 

LIBIOP Access to the library with the device 

drivers. Only meant to be used by the I/O 
partition 

LIBTEST Library containing functionality to execute 
software testing 

IMASPEX The ARINC 653 API library 
 

Cache Fine grain control of the cache. The following option might be choose: 

Option Description 

code Binary field that specifies if the code cache 
should be activated for the current partition 
(at each partition context switch) 

data binary field that specifies if the data cache 

should be activated for the current partition 
(at each partition context switch) 

permission Binary field that controls whether the 
partition can control the cache (enable or 
disable it) or not (independently from 
supervisor mode). This field will be 

deprecated in favour of cache_control part 
of the module services element. 

 

Memory Size Size of the memory allocated to the partition. If not enough memory is 
allocated the makefile process will fail with “workspace_allocate” error 
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Parameter Description 

Permissions Several option can be used under this tag: 

Option Description 

localtime Indicates how the partition accounts for 
time intervals. When localtime = true, the 
partition accounts only for the time that is 
designated for it by the scheduler. The 

partition does not account for the time 
elapsed while it was not in possession of the 
processor. 

supervisor Indicates if this partition has supervisor 

rights, which will grant the partition access 
to specific OS functionalities. This is usually 
set to true for the I/O Partition. 

set_tod Allows partition to set TOD (time of day) 

set_partition_mode Indicates that the partition has permission 
for setting other partitions operating mode 

(SET A PARTITION MODE) 

cache_control Indicates the partition has permissions to 
use cache primitives (activating, 
deactivating, flushing, freezing, etc.); 

global_time The calculated elapsed time set from an 

external clock, if global_time is not set only 
elapsed time of the partition while running 
is counted. 

fpu_control Indicates the partition has permissions to 

use cache primitives (activating, 
deactivating, flushing, freezing, etc.) 

user_libs Indicates the library of API that the 

application requires. Options include 
IMASPEX (the only one currently available), 
A653_MW (middleware for ARINC 653 file 
system services) and IOP_MW (middleware 
for i/o operations). 

 

 

6.3. PARTITION’S PORTS 

Under the partition configuration tag there can also be communication ports declared to allow different 
partition to communicate with each other while still respecting the TSP principle. 

6.3.1. SAMPLING PORTS 

<Sampling_Port Name="dsampling" Direction="DESTINATION" MaxMessageSize="1024" RefreshRateSeconds="1.0"/> 
 

Table 6-3. Sampling port parameters 

Parameter Description 

Name Sampling port’s name 

Direction Sampling port’s direction. Either SOURCE or DESTINATION 

MaxMessageSize Maximum size of a single message in bytes 

RefreshRateSeconds Indicates the maximum acceptable age of a message in order to be valid. 
The time is count since the message arrives at the port. 
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6.3.2. QUEUING PORTS 

<Queuing_Port Name="squeuing" Direction="SOURCE" MaxMessageSize="1024" MaxNbMessages="32" /> 
 

Table 6-4. Queuing port parameters 

Parameter Description 

Name Queuing port’s name 

Direction Queuing port’s direction. Either SOURCE or DESTINATION 

MaxMessageSize Maximum size of a single message in bytes 

MaxNbMessages This value is used to set the queue size, that is, the maximum number of 
messages that the queue can hold. 

 

6.4. SCHEDULING 

It is exampled the scenario of using multiple schedule scenarios (MMS), the two scenarios are depicted 
in the diagrams of Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4. 

The MMS is AIR’s capability of switching between static configured schedules during runtime. 

The first schedule named “IDLE schedule”, is a simple schedule to aid fast understanding on how to 
build the schedule, while the second scenario is more complex example and exploits the full capability 
of scheduling in AIR. 

The “IDLE schedule” represents an execution state where the objective is to consume the lowest power 
as possible. Therefore all unrequired partitions were deactivated, and only 2 processor cores are active. 
One core as been fully dedicated to IOP that needs to be always available for incoming messages. The 

other core has the essential partitions to make the system work. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Scheduling example, first schedule (IDLE schedule) 

When IOP partition receives an image to be processed, the Supervisor partition (S), commands AIR to 

change the schedule to “image processing”.  

In “image processing”, the 4 cores are dedicated to execute image processing (IMGP partitions), and 
periodically the other partitions are executed to do the remainder of the functionality. A special care 
was taken to have IOP partition next to the IMGPs, this is because when the image processing ends, 
the processed image is immediately transmitted via I/O in IOP, and then next the supervisor partition 
moves back to the “IDLE schedule”. 

It should be noted AIR is using in this case an AMP configuration, if it were SMP there would only be 

one IMGP partition assigned to all cores.  
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Figure 6-4. Scheduling example, second schedule (image processing) 

 

 

Below it the respective representation in the xml configuration. First the IDLE schedule: 

 

<!-- IDLE schedule --> 
  <Module_Schedule InitialModuleSchedule="true" MajorFrameSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleIdentifier="1" Schedu-
leName="Waiting"> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="5" PartitionName="ACS" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0100" Period-
Seconds="0.0500" SetModuleSchedule="true"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0100" WindowIdentifier="510" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.0000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="510" Cores="0" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="3" PartitionName="IOP" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0500" Period-
Seconds="0.0500"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0500" WindowIdentifier="310" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.0000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="310" Cores="1" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="S" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0100" Period-
Seconds="0.0500" SetModuleSchedule="true"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0100" WindowIdentifier="210" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.0100"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="210" Cores="0" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
  </Module_Schedule> 
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Second the Image processing schedule: 

<!-- Image processing --> 
  <Module_Schedule InitialModuleSchedule="false" MajorFrameSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleIdentifier="2" Schedu-
leName="Processing"> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="OBDH" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0200" Peri-
odSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleChangeAction="COLD_START"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0200" WindowIdentifier="100" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="100" Cores="0" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="S" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0200" Period-
Seconds="0.0500" SetModuleSchedule="true"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0200" WindowIdentifier="200" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="200" Cores="1" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="3" PartitionName="IOP" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0200" Period-
Seconds="0.0500"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0200" WindowIdentifier="300" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="300" Cores="2" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="5" PartitionName="ACS" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0200" Period-
Seconds="0.0500" SetModuleSchedule="false"> 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0200" WindowIdentifier="500" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.000"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="500" Cores="3" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="4" PartitionName="ImgP" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0300" Peri-
odSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleChangeAction="COLD_START" > 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0300" WindowIdentifier="400" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.020"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="400" Cores="0" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="6" PartitionName="ImgP2" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0300" Peri-
odSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleChangeAction="COLD_START" > 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0300" WindowIdentifier="600" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.020"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="600" Cores="1" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="7" PartitionName="ImgP3" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0300" Peri-
odSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleChangeAction="COLD_START" > 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0300" WindowIdentifier="700" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.020"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="700" Cores="2" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
    <Partition_Schedule PartitionIdentifier="8" PartitionName="ImgP4" PeriodDurationSeconds="0.0300" Peri-
odSeconds="0.0500" ScheduleChangeAction="COLD_START" > 
      <Window_Schedule PartitionPeriodStart="true" WindowDurationSeconds="0.0300" WindowIdentifier="800" 
WindowStartSeconds="0.020"/> 
      <WindowConfiguration WindowIdentifier="800" Cores="3" /> 
    </Partition_Schedule> 
  </Module_Schedule> 

 

Table 6-5. Module schedule configuration 

Parameter Description 

ScheduleIdentifier Identifier of the schedule that is used through the rest of the configuration 
file 

ScheduleName Schedule name that can be used through the configuration file to refer to 
this schedule 

IntialModuleSchedule Flag telling if this schedule will the first to run on system start up 

MajorFrameSeconds Size of the major frame in seconds. The major frame is the unit the is 
repeated over after being completed 
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Table 6-6. Partition schedule configuration 

Parameter Description 

PartitionIdentifier Identifier of the partition being scheduled 

PartitionName Name of the partition being scheduled 

PiriodDurationSeconds The execution time of a partition in seconds 

PeriodSeconds The execution period of the partition in seconds 

ScheduleChangeAction Defines an action to be taken by the partition with supervisor permissions, 
when the schedule is set and started. 

 

Table 6-7. Window schedule configuration 

Parameter Description 

WindowIdentifier Unique identified of a partition execution window 

PartitionPeriodStart If set “True” it identifies this window as to be the first to be executed 

WindowDurationSeconds Duration of the execution window in seconds 

WindowStartSeconds When the execution window starts within the schedule 

 

Table 6-8. Window configuration configuration 

Parameter Description 

WindowIdentifier Unique identified of a partition execution window 

Cores Processor Cores where the partition window will be executed. 

 

6.5. CONNECTION TABLE 

The connection table is the part of the configuration that describes how the queuing and sampling ports 
are connected. In fact it can be seen as a description of the internal AIR network. Within the Connection 
table several channels can be declared and each channel can have a source and multiple destination 
ports, as foreseen in ARINC 653 version 2.  

 

<Connection_Table> 
    <Channel ChannelIdentifier="1" ChannelName="sampling"> 
      <Source> 
        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="sampling"  
          PortName="ssampling"/> 
      </Source> 
      <Destination> 
        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="3" PartitionName="iop"  
          PortName="dsampling"/> 
      </Destination> 
    </Channel> 
    <Channel ChannelIdentifier="2" ChannelName="queuing"> 
      <Source> 
        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="3" PartitionName="iop"  
          PortName="squeuing"/> 
      </Source> 
      <Destination> 
        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="queuing"  
          PortName="dqueuing"/> 
      </Destination> 
    </Channel> 
  </Connection_Table> 
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Table 6-9. Channel configuration 

Parameter Description 

ChannelIdentifier Channel identifier number to be used in other parts of the configuration file 
to refer to this channel 

ChannelName Channel name to be used in other parts of the configuration file to refer to 
this channel 

 

Table 6-10. Source and Destination configuration (standard partition tag) 

Parameter Description 

PartitionIdentifier Number identify the partition to which the PortName corresponds to 

PartitionName Name identify the partition to which the PortName corresponds to 

PortName Name of the port which must belong to the identified partition 

6.6. AIR MODULE EXTENSION CONFIGURATION 

<AIR_Configuration TicksPerSecond="200" RequiredCores="1"/> 
 

 

Parameter Description 

TicksPerSecond Indicates how many ticks make up a second. A value under 200 might be 

too coarse for an application to count time, since it wouldn’t distinguish 
between two 1ms to 4ms since its definition is 5ms. On the other hand a 
value too high might become cumbersome to process, since the operation of 
incrementing the tickets starts using more computational power 

RequeiredCores The amount of cores will the AIR hypervisor will actually have to manage. 
This value must be in alignment to what was declared in the partition 
configuration. For instances, if only one core is going to be used all partitions 
must run on core zero. 

 

6.7. I/O PARTITION 

6.7.1. OVERVIEW 

The I/O partition is the AIR component responsible for all communication with hardware I/O devices. In 
order to enforce the TSP principle of the ARINC 653 specification all communications with hardware 
devices, in AIR, were centralized to this component. Hence it is easy to observe that this partition must 
have special properties to directly communicate with the hardware, making it a system partition. 
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Figure 6-5. IOP communication scheme 

On this section we will attempt to explain how can the user configure this particular component and 
what are its nuances. 

First of all, the I/O partition is configure by means of the iop.xml file, which must be present in the on-
board software’s folder. Once the configuration of this file is completed it will be read by the configure 
tool, which will then generate several files and folders from this input. 

In order to define the communication between all the elements, it is necessary to define logical and 
physical routes, declare the external devices with which the AIR system is communicating, that is, the 

logical devise and through which interface is this done, in other word, physical devices. An example of 
the communication scheme can be seen in Figure 6-6. 

 

Figure 6-6. Communication setup in terms of physical and logical routes and devices 

To describe a physical or logical device the user must use the physical or logical device tag, as it can be 
seen on the code snippets of the following section, and then define each device. However, while in the 

case of a logical device only an ID and a name is necessary to describe it, as explained in Table 6-11, 

for the physical device case other parameters might have to be added depending on the device driver 
chosen, as it can be seen in Table 6-12. 

6.7.2. LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ROUTES 

The routes are used by the pre and pos router to figure out where does a certain message comes from 

and where should it be routed to. 

Table 6-11. Logical route’s configuration 

Parameter Description 

Id Logical Route ID, which will be used on the rest of the configuration 

LogicalDeviceId Logical device ID that this route refers to. 
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Within the logical devices tag multiple logical devices can be declared. In the following code snippet 
though only one is declared. 

<LogicalDevices> 
     <Device Id="0" Name="ROUTER" /> 
</LogicalDevices> 
 

The following snippet shows how to setup a logical route. The information on the headers to be used is 
inserted within this tag. 

<LogicalRoute Id="31" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
    <SpwHeader Address=""/> 
</LogicalRoute> 
 

6.7.3. PHYSICAL DEVICES 

Table 6-12. Physical device’s configuration 

Parameter Description 

ID Device ID. Number identifying which is the device. This value is set by the used and 
it is usually given from 0 to 𝑛 

Device Device identifier. Indicates which device does this configuration corresponds to. 

Furthermore the identifier is followed by a number in case there are more than one 
device of each type, for instance “ETH0” in the case of Ethernet device zero. The 
available devices are: 

Device Identifier Corresponding Physical Device 

ETH Ethernet network 

GRSPW Spacewire node 

CAN Control Area Network bus 

SPWRTR Spacewire router 

MIL MIL bus 1553 
 

The device configuration parameters shown in Table 6-12 are generic for any driver. To actually 

configure a device the configuration dependent on the device is also necessary and should be looked up 
on the tables for each specific driver, like Table 6-13 for the case of Ethernet, for instance. 

6.7.4. AVAILABLE DEVICE DRIVERS 

The AIR hypervisor has seen an expansion of its device driver’s support, having recently added 

Spacewire and CANBUS and having 1553 in development. 

At user level the device driver’s configuration is made on the iop.xml file which is used to generate the 
IOP’s application code. In this section we will explain each driver’s particular configurations and 
parameters. 

6.7.4.1. ETHERNET 

Table 6-13. ETH devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

IP IP address of the board’s Ethernet device. It should be looked up what is the board’s IP 
using the info sys command. The device in use by AIR should not be the EDCL device  
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Parameter Description 

MAC Board’s device MAC address. This parameter can be found by running the info reg 
command on GRMON. Like in the following screenshot: 

 

In this case the MAC address would be:

00:80:7f:22:61:7a 

 

TXD Transmission descriptor size. 

RXD Receiver descriptor size. 

 

Table 6-14. Ethernet header configuration 

Parameter Description 

IP Destination IP address 

MAC Destination MAC address 

Port Destination port 

 

<PhysicalDevices> 
<!-- Ip and port of board, beware it cannot be 46 that is EDCL -->         

 <Device Id="0" Device="ETH0" Ip="192.168.0.17" MAC="00:50:C2:75:a3:30" TXD="32" RXD="32"> 
  <PhysicalRoute Id="2" PortId="squeuing"> 
   <!-- IP and port for destination PC, sets ONLY port number to used by sender.py --> 
   <EthHeader Ip="192.168.0.3" MAC="00:60:67:90:3a:f6" Port="14000" /> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="1" LogicalDeviceId="1"> 
   <!-- IP and port for destination PC, used by receiver.py --> 
   <EthHeader Ip="192.168.0.3" MAC="00:60:67:90:3a:f6" Port="13000"/> 
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device>   
</PhysicalDevices> 
 

6.7.4.2. SPACEWIRE 

Table 6-15. Spacewire router devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

Flags Masks the fields that can be changed 

[Timer Reload Register, Timer Prescaler Register, Clock Divisor Register, Instance ID 
Register, Config Register] 

Config Router configuration fields 

[Reset, Auto disconnect, Link start on request, Self-addressing enable, Time-code control 
flag mode, Memory error (write to clear)] 

Idd Instance ID 

Idiv Clock Divisor. IDIV=9 necessary to set the init bitrate at 10MBits/s on the N2X. see SPW 
FAQ 
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Parameter Description 

Prescaler Timer Prescaler for port timers 

 

Table 6-16. Spacewire devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

Addr Addr and Mask should be left as they are. Only in promiscuous mode they have not 
meaning. They are used to confirm the header. 

Mask 

Dest Dest also belongs to RMAP. 

Clk The clock divisor is not used in the N2X. 

RXmax maximum number of allowed bytes on the reception (N2X maximum is 0x1FFFFFC). air 
however limits this to 1520 

PRO Promiscuous mode. Set to 1 to ignore checking of the header byte and keep it in the msg 

RMAP RMAP = 0. At the moment RMAP service is not implemented.  

RMAPbuf RMAP service is not implemented. 

ProtID 0. Not implemented in AIR. 

TXDsize Unused on AIR Size of the buffer is always 1520. 

Unused on AIR. Size of the buffer is always 1520. 

Unused on AIR. Size of the buffer is always 1520. 
TXHsize 

RXsize 

TXD Number of transmission descriptors 

RXD Number of reception descriptors 

Retry if the data was marked to be sent but wasn't, retry to send. 

Wait Not implemented, as the driver never goes into blocking mode. 

Timeout unused for SPW2 w/ DMA (N2X case) 

 

Table 6-17. Spacewire header configuration 

Parameter Description 

Address On the physical routes SpwHeader Address does nothing, because the header was already 

checked in hardware. Although in the logical routes SpwHeader Address contains the 
header to be attached to the msg. 

In the following code snippet we can see that the first device defined is a spacewire router, in accordance 
with Table 6-15 and then the configuration for multiple spacewire nodes, in accordance with Table 6-16. 
The use of the spacewire header can also be seen on the snippet in accordance with Table 6-17. 
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<PhysicalDevices> 
 <Device Id="0" Device="SPWRTR" Flags="0x1f" Config="0b001110" Idd="1" Idiv="9" Prescaler="1"/> 
 <Device Id="1" Device="GRSPW1" Addr="9" Mask="0xff" Dest="0" Clk="1" 

RXmax="1520" PRO="0" RMAP="0" RMAPbuf="32" ProtID="0" TXDsize="-1" 
 TXHsize="-1" RXsize="-1" TXD="64" RXD="128" Retry="1" Wait="0" Timeout="-1"> 

  <PhysicalRoute Id="10" PortId="squeuing"> 
   <SpwHeader Address="9"/> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="11" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
   <SpwHeader Address=""/> 
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device> 
 <Device Id="2" Device="GRSPW2" Addr="10" Mask="0xff" Dest="0" Clk="1" 

RXmax="1520" PRO="0" RMAP="0" RMAPbuf="32" ProtID="0" TXDsize="-1" 
 TXHsize="-1" RXsize="-1" TXD="64" RXD="128" Retry="1" Wait="0" Timeout="-1"> 

  <PhysicalRoute Id="20" PortId="squeuing"> 
   <SpwHeader Address="10"/> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="21" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
   <SpwHeader Address="0x01,0x0B"/> 
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device> 
 <Device Id="3" Device="GRSPW3" Addr="11" Mask="0xff" Dest="0" Clk="1" 
  RXmax="1520" PRO="0" RMAP="0" RMAPbuf="32" ProtID="0" TXDsize="-1" 
  TXHsize="-1" RXsize="-1"   TXD="64" RXD="128" Retry="1" Wait="0" Timeout="-1"> 
  <PhysicalRoute Id="30" PortId="squeuing"> 
   <SpwHeader Address="11"/> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="31" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
   <SpwHeader Address=""/> 
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device> 
 <Device Id="4" Device="GRSPW4" Addr="12" Mask="0xff" Dest="0" Clk="1" 

RXmax="1520" PRO="0" RMAP="0" RMAPbuf="32" ProtID="0" TXDsize="-1" 
TXHsize="-1" RXsize="-1" 
TXD="64" RXD="128" Retry="1" Wait="0" Timeout="-1"> 

  <PhysicalRoute Id="40" PortId="squeuing"> 
   <SpwHeader Address="12"/> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="41" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
   <SpwHeader Address=""/> 
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device> 
</PhysicalDevices> 
 

6.7.4.3. CANBUS 

Table 6-18. CAN devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

Baud Network baud rate. The value inputted should be in Kbits, in this way a baud of 250 is 
actually a baud of 250 Kbits 

RXD Receiver descriptor size. 

TXD Transmission descriptor size. 

Code Filter code, to filter out unwanted messages, together with the mask. If no message is to 
be ignored by the device this should be kept as zero. 

Mask Filter mask, to filter out unwanted messages, together with the code. If no message is to 
be ignored by the device this should be kept as zero. 

Selection These parameters together are used to choose which CAN device is going to be used. 
Either CAN0 or CAN1 can be used in GR740. For CAN0 the configuration should be: 

 Selection: 0 

 Enable0: 0 

 Enable1: 1 

Enable0 

Enable1 
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Table 6-19. CAN header configuration 

Parameter Description 

Extended CAN extended mode. CAN can either use 11bit identifiers or 29bit identifiers for the CANID 

Sshot Single Shot mode 

RTR Stands for Remote Transmission Request in CAN. It is used to request a node to send 
information. 

CANID CAN ID of the destination node. 

 

<PhysicalDevices> 
 <Device Id="1" Device="CAN0" Baud="250" TXD="32" RXD="32" Code="0x00000000" 

Mask="0x00000000" Selection="0" Enable0="0" Enable1="1"> 
  <PhysicalRoute Id="1" PortId="iop_sender"> 
   <CanHeader Extended="true" Sshot="false" RTR="false" CanID="34"/> 
  </PhysicalRoute>   
  <LogicalRoute Id="2" LogicalDeviceId="1"> 
   <CanHeader Extended="false" Sshot="false" RTR="false" CanID="5"/>  
  </LogicalRoute> 
 </Device> 
</PhysicalDevices> 

 

6.7.4.4. MIL1553 

Table 6-20. MIL Devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

Mode MIL-STD-1553 device operating mode (BC or RT*) *Not supported 

 

6.7.4.4.1. BC MODE 

Table 6-21. MIL BC mode Transfer List (MILList) configuration 

Parameter Description 

Id List identifier (Future use) 

MajorFrame MIL transfer list period in micro seconds (0 to 10000000) 

 

Table 6-22. MIL Transfer List Slot configuration 

Parameter Description 

Id Slot identifier (Future use) 

Bus MIL-STD-1553 bus selector (A or B) 

Type Transfer type (RT_BC, BC_RT, RT_RT) 

Addr RT address number (0 to 31) 

SubAddr RT subaddress number (0 to 31) 

AddrTx* Transmitter RT address number (0 to 30) *only required in RT_RT mode 

SubAddr* Transmitter RT subaddress to transmit number (1 to 30) *only required in RT_RT mode 

WCMC 16 bit Word Count / Mode Code (0 to 32) 

Time Slot time in micro seconds (0 to 1000000) 

 

 MILList list is executed periodically according to MajorFrame period 

 Each slot takes at least the defined Time  
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 Dummy slot (no data transmitted on the bus) is automatically inserted if the total slot timing does 

not match que required MajorFrame period. 

 By default, if RT status reply timeouts then the retry is performed on the alternate bus. Meaning 

that if Slot has the wrong Bus assigned or the bus connection is damaged, the transfer/reception 

will be automatically retried on the redundant bus. Therefore, the correct selection of the Bus 

implies the best possible timing. 

 In case of BC-RT slots, the data to transmit is provided by some user partition. A match between 

Addr and Subaddr fields and the MILHeader fields under LogicalRoute is required. If no new data 

to transmit is provided then no data is transferred (dummy slot). 

 Data is transmitted asynchronously (transmitted only if there is enough available time in the 

regular transmission frame) in case of no match between BC-RT Addr and SubAddr fields and 

LogicalRoute MILHeader or if the size of data to transmit doesn’t match the WCMC 

(WordCount/ModeCode) field. 

Table 6-23. MIL Header configuration 

Parameter Description 

Addr RT address number (0 to 31) 

SubAddr RT subaddress number (0 to 31) 

 

<PhysicalDevices> 
 <Device Id="0" Device="MILBUS" Mode="BC"> 
  <MILList Id="0" MajorFrame="1000000"> 

<Slot Id="0" Bus="B" Type="RT_BC" Addr="1" SubAddr="2" WCMC="12" Time="300"/> 
   <Slot Id="1" Bus="B" Type="BC_RT" Addr="2" SubAddr="2" WCMC="1"  Time="100"/> 
  </MILList> 
  <PhysicalRoute Id="1" PortId="SEND_IO_RT1"> 
   <MILHeader Addr="1" SubAddr="2" /> 
  </PhysicalRoute> 
  <LogicalRoute Id="1" LogicalDeviceId="0"> 
   <MILHeader Addr="2" SubAddr="2" /> 
  </LogicalRoute>  
 </Device> 
</PhysicalDevices> 

 

 

6.7.5. REMOTE PORTS 

The remote ports tag, in the snippet below, is used to then declare different ports on the I/O partition. 
This ports have to then be connected to ports on the partitions in the channel’s configuration, on the 
config.xml file. 

<RemotePorts> 
<Port Name="dsampling" LogicalDeviceId="1"/> 
 <Port Name="squeuing" /> 
</RemotePorts> 
   

Table 6-24. Port’s configuration fields 

Parameter Description 

Name Port’s name, used to associate this port to the channel and other parts of the configuration. 

LogicalDeviceId This parameter is only inputted if the port’s name is associated with a logical device 
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6.7.6. MODULES SCHEDULING 

The module schedule in the iop.xml is used to configure the IOP’s behaviour against the different 
possible schedules, in other word, the iop might have to change the way it exchanging messages and 
the routes themselves depending on the schedule being ran. Here is a snippet as an example: 

<ModuleSchedules> 
 <Schedule ScheduleIdentifier="1"> 
     <DevicesConfiguration> 
      <Device DeviceId="0" Device="ETH0" Reads="5"/> 
  </DevicesConfiguration> 
  <RoutesConfiguration> 
   <Route RouteId="1" Active="true"/> 
   <Route RouteId="2" Active="true"/> 
  </RoutesConfiguration> 
 </Schedule> 
</ModuleSchedules> 
 

Inside this tag there can be several different schedules and for each schedule a device configuration 
and route configuration is expected. 

 

Table 6-25. Schedule parameters 

Parameter Description 

ScheduleIdentifier Identifier of the schedule being ran. This parameter should be in accordance with the 
schedule identifier in the config.xml 

 

Table 6-26. Device configuration for the schedule 

Parameter Description 

DeviceId Device with which this configuration is associated with 

Device Type of physical device associated with the DeviceId 

Reads Number of reads executed by the reader or writer task each time they are called 

 

Table 6-27. Routes configuration for the schedule 

Parameter Description 

RouteId Links the route configuration on this schedule to the route defined on the logical routes of 
the physical devices 

Active Flag telling if this logical route is active on this schedule 
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7.  TASTE WITH TSP USER GUIDE 

 

TASTE [RD.3] is an open-source tool-chain for embedded software development developed mainly by 
Elidiss and ISAE to ESA. 

Currently TASTE is in version 9.1 and with a new enhancement done under ERGO activity it present a 
GUI supporting TSP, more specifically supporting TSP with the AIR hypervisor [RD.5]. 

The user should use a specific VM provided by TASTE website and then install and configure the ERGO 
enhancement.  

The AIR Git repository provides TASTE TSP examples and README giving full instructions on how to 
install and configure the ERGO enhancement in TASTE. 

The procedure to design OBSW in TASTE is exactly same, where it starts by setting a Data View (DV) 

and then at the Interface View (IV) defines software “function” with a set of Required and Provided 
interfaces. The image below depicts a simple IV that we will use as a guiding example of for TASTE with 

TSP. Two function named “read” and “hello” were created, where read as cyclic interface named “h” and 
calls as “s” provided interface from “hello”. 

 

Figure 7-1. TASTE with TSP Interface View Example 

 

The novelty is at the Deployment View (DV), where the user is able to create a Leon3 processor with 
AIR hypervisor, this feature is depicted below in the “Processor Attributes”.  

In the image it can also been seen that two partitions have been created, “part1” containing the “hello” 
function and “part2” containing “read” functions. 

In the exampled Interface View, it has been defined an interface between “read” and “hello”, this 
interface translates n a inter partition communication channel, namely an AIR queuing port channel (see 
0). 
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Figure 7-2. TASTE with TSP Deployment View setting partition, processor and hypervisor 

 

The user is able to set the TSP schedule at the “Slots” tab as depicted below, in this case with major 

frame of 3 seconds, part1 executes during 1.6 second and next part2 is executed during 1.4 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 7-3. Setting a TSP Schedule in TASTE 
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For the definition of space partitioning it occurs at top level when selecting a node, below for “part1” 
200000 bytes were allocated at address 0x200000 and for “part2” 200000 bytes were allocated at 
address 0x500000 

 

 

Figure 7-4. Setting Memory Space of each Partition in TASTE 

 

 

To generate the TSP executable, the user only needs the select "Build the TSP system (in C)" option 
provided in the Tools menu, the output is the window seen below that shows AIR configuration tools 
being executed and confirming the embedded software ready to be built for a TSP target. 
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Figure 7-5. TASTE building the TSP system calling AIR configure 

 

This point the user makes the usual AIR step of doing a “make” and obtain the binary file to be executed 
on the target. 
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